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Résumé. - La croissance de couches minces polycristallines de GaP a été obtenue entre 650 et 775°C par dépôt chimique en phase vapeur, sous pression réduite, en utilisant comme source d’élément la seule molécule organométallique $[\text{Et}_2\text{Ga-PEt}_2]_3$. Le désordre de ces couches a été caractérisé par spectroscopie Raman.

Abstract. - Growth of polycrystalline GaP layers has been obtained between 650 and 775°C, by low pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, using the only molecule $[\text{Et}_2\text{Ga-PEt}_2]_3$ as element source. The disorder has been characterized by Raman spectroscopy.

Introduction.- The metalorganic chemical vapor deposition process (MO-CVD) is well adapted to the realization of III-V semiconductor thin layers used in modern electronic devices[1]. The low cost solar cells fabrication increases the interest of III-V polycrystalline films. Consequently, the growth and properties of these semiconductor materials are intensively studied and in particular, new reactives are investigated for their elaboration.

Since the conventional organometallic compounds used in MO-CVD process are very reactive (GaMe₃, InEt₃) and highly toxic (AsH₃, PH₃), we have recently proposed the use of new organometallic compounds[2]. These molecules are ClR₂GaM'R'₃ (M' = As, P; R, R' = Me, Et) and the M' atom is already linked to the Ga atom by a donor-acceptor bond. In a similar way, we have investigated original starting materials, sufficiently stable and volatile to give $\approx 10^{-4}$ mole fraction in the gas stream, with a more energetic bond between the III and V element. We have prepared the trimer molecule $[\text{Et}_2\text{Ga-PEt}_2]_3$ which presents energetic covalent bonds Ga-P and the ordered cyclic chain $[\text{Ga-P}]_3$. The mass spectra analysis has revealed the solidity of this chain, then, it is possible that this sequence may survive long enough to be incorporated into the film growth without an external source of element.

This paper reports results on polycrystalline GaP film growth by MO-CVD using this molecule $[\text{Et}_2\text{Ga-PEt}_2]_3$ which have been characterized by SEM, reflection electron diffraction, EDAX and Raman spectroscopy. The results obtained by this last technic will be developed in a distinct paragraph.

Experimental.- The complex between gallium triethyl and diethyl phosphine loses ethane smoothly above 100°C with quantitative formation of $[\text{Et}_2\text{Ga-PEt}_2]_3$. After purification by recrystallization, we obtain a white crystalline compound which sublimates at 100-110°C/0.05torr. This adduct is very stable in an inert water free atmosphere and easy to handle but its vapor pressure is very low. Under atmospheric pressure, this molecule is not carried in the gas stream; so, in order to obtain a sufficient mole fraction in the gas phase, the low pressure process has been used.
The growth apparatus is an horizontal reactor made up of a quartz tube of 5 cm ID and 30 cm length, containing a graphite susceptor coated with SiC and heated by HF induction (fig. 1). Deposition temperatures were measured with a thermocouple inserted into the susceptor. The carrier gas was purified helium and/or hydrogen which flow was monitored by a Brooks flow meter. Working pressure was adjusted by varying the flow of the pump using a fine metering valve. The solid product was introduced into a pyrex container, sublimated at 110°C and transported by the carrier gas to the substrates. After pyrolysis, the gas was trapped at liquid nitrogen temperature at the outlet of the reactor and analyzed by mass spectrometry. The deposition temperature, the nature and the flow of the carrier gas were changed in order to obtain the optimum growth conditions.

The Kα lines of Ga and P at 12.5 KV were used for the EDAX analysis, only corrected for the background and compared with a single crystalline standard under the same experimental conditions.

The Raman measurements were performed in the backscattering geometry using the 4880 Å line of an argon laser. The samples were kept inside the vacuum chamber of a cryostat in order to avoid scattering from air and to cool them at liquid nitrogen temperature. The collected light was dispersed by a triple spectrometer associated with conventional photon counting and monitored by a microcomputer.

Results and discussion.

- study of the growth - Polycrystalline GaP layers were obtained at 600°C when this molecule is sublimated at 150°C/2.10⁻⁴ torr without carrier gas. These films, constituted of whiskers partially covered by small grains (fig. 2), are very inhomogeneous probably because the partial pressure of the product was too weak and impossible to control. Then we have worked at a reduced carrier gas pressure of 100 torr in all the other experiments.
The substrates used in this study are single crystalline (0001)Al$_2$O$_3$, (100)Si, (111)Si and polycrystalline alumina. Whatever the deposition temperature, no morphological difference is clearly observed; in particular, with the single crystalline substrates, no obvious preferential orientation appears (fig. 3 and 4b).

The growth has been studied in a wide range of temperature (550–800°C) with He flow between 10–30 1/h. Alloy "droplets" Ga$_x$P$_{1-x}$ (x > 0.85) grow at 550°C and when the temperature increases until 625°C, the ratio Ga/P decreases from 5.7 to 1. This fact can be correlated to the analysis of the mass spectra of decomposition gas which shows that the alkyl phosphines are totally pyrolysed above 625°C.

At 650°C the deposits are constituted of GaP whiskers, >10 μm length, covered by small grains, <0.1 μm (fig. 4a). It is probable that this temperature is too low to give a good crystallization and two mechanisms can explain this growth: whiskers can be obtained by the V.L.S. (Vapor-Liquid-Solid) mechanism[3] since Ga droplets appear at low temperature, and grains may grow due to the pyrolysis of the molecule in the vapor phase[2]. From 700 to 775°C the films are homogeneous and characterized by small packed grains, < 0.3 μm (fig. 3 and 4b). When the growth temperature increases, the grains are not much larger and above 800°C no deposit is obtained.

Fig. 3 - Typical small grains GaP film grown at 730°C on (100) Si with helium as carrier gas.

( Dépôt polycristallin de GaP obtenu à 730°C sur Si(100) avec l'hélium comme gaz vecteur)

Fig. 4 - GaP layers obtained on (0001)Al$_2$O$_3$ with He as carrier gas, at 650°C (a) and at 700°C with a growth rate < 0.3 μ/h (b).

( Dépôt de GaP obtenu sur Al$_2$O$_3$ (0001) avec l'hélium comme gaz vecteur, à 650°C (a) et à 700°C avec une vitesse de croissance < 0.3 μ/h (b)).
Experiments realized at 700°C with a mixture of helium and hydrogen as carrier gas show that hydrogen favorizes the decomposition of this bulky molecule probably making easier the alkyl radical elimination. The nature and the growth rate (1 μm/h) of these films are the same for all the substrates and seem independant of hydrogen flow (1-29 l/h). Grains with 1 μm average dimension are obtained in one hour but reflection electron diffraction patterns show no evidence of preferential orientation (fig. 5).

- Raman characterization of the layers - Lattice vibrations are very sensitive to the nearest environment and, therefore, probe the crystal structure and quality on an extremely small scale of the order of the lattice spacing. As a consequence, Raman spectroscopy can be used as a versatile tool for local characterization of thin films in a non destructive way.

Our main purpose, here, is to probe the crystallinity of films. This is achieved through the comparison of the Raman spectra of the films to that of a high purity single crystal recorded under the same experimental conditions.

We present in fig. 6 and 7 the spectra of a single crystal of GaP, in the first order optical scattering range and over a wider range respectively, and those of layers of GaP obtained for different deposition temperatures. Besides structures already present in the spectra of the single crystal several others appear in that of the layers.

These features were already found in Raman spectra of single crystal of III-V compounds which surfaces were mechanically perturbated [4] or in that of their alloys[5]. They were interpreted as disorder activated first order Raman scattering (DAFORS) and reflect the breakdown of the \( k = 0 \) selection rule due to the lack of translationnal symmetry. Therefore their intensities give a measure of the order present in the sample.

We first analyze the DAFORS in the optical first order scattering region (fig. 6). The two peaks at 367 cm\(^{-1}\) and 403 cm\(^{-1}\), present in all the spectra, correspond to the TO(\(\Gamma\)) and LO(\(\Gamma\)) characteristic of crystalline GaP [6]. However one observes in fig. 6b,c,d,e a high asymmetry of the low frequency tails of these peaks. This give evidence of optical disorder activated scattering. The corresponding bands are labelled D.A.T.O. and D.A.L.O. [5]. Their location on the low energy side is compatible with the shape of the dispersion curves in GaP [7] where the frequencies of the optical branches decrease away from the center of the zone. The degree of asymmetry of the TO(\(\Gamma\)) and LO(\(\Gamma\)) probes therefore the presence of disorder. From that point of view it appears that best choice for the growth temperature lies around 700°C. The influence of the nature of the substrate and that of the carrier gas have been investigated in a similar way. For 700°C no clear influence on the degree of crystallinity has been detected.

The same conclusion can be drawn from the analysis of the DAFORS in the acous-
Fig. 6 - First order optical Raman spectra recorded at 300 K for: (a) GaP single crystal, (b-e) GaP films obtained at different growth temperatures. Dotted lines are guide for the eyes to show the asymmetry of the LO(\Gamma) peaks.

(Spectres Raman du le ordre optique enregistrés à 300 K pour: (a) un monocristal de GaP, (b-e) des films de GaP obtenus à différentes températures de croissance. Des pointillés ont été portés pour montrer l'asymétrie des pics LO(\Gamma).

Fig. 7 - Raman spectra of: GaP single crystal (a) and of GaP thin layers grown by MO-CVD at 700°C (b) and 655°C (c and d). They are recorded at 300 K (a-c) or at 77 K (d).

(Spectres Raman d'un monocristal de GaP (a) et de couches polycristallines de GaP obtenues par MO-CVD à une température de croissance de 700°C (b) et de 655°C (c et d). Ils ont été enregistrés à 300 K (a-c) ou à 77 K (d).

An other important point must be stressed. The peak located at 610 cm\(^{-1}\) (fig. 7b-7d), lying between the first order optical scattering of the Si substrate (O(\Gamma) at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) ) and the second order optical modes of GaP (660 - 800 cm\(^{-1}\) ), has a typical first order behavior (fig. 7c-7d). Thus, although its frequency corresponds to that of the LO + LA(L) band of crystalline GaP (fig. 7a) we assign it to the local...
mode of carbon in GaP [6]. This is supported by its relatively high intensity (see fig. 7a and 7b).

The intensity of this peak which is larger in fig. 7c than in fig. 7b (compare for example its intensity to that of the TO(Γ) or LO(Γ) of GaP) follows the degree of disorder. So the substitution of C in GaP during the growing process could be implied in the origin of the microscopic disorder revealed by this Raman experiments.
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